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AMACENA is an enterprise level, integrated, comprehensive soft-
ware suite to manage serialization/ Track & Trace data from the 
production lines up to corporate level where interfaces allow data 
exchange with governmental servers. The software is designed 
to fulfil highest quality standards as mandated by law in the phar-
maceutical industry. AMACENA is fully validated according US 
regulation CFR21 Part 11 and GAMP5. Customers around the 
globe use the software, achieving highest OEE values at lowest 
reject rates. The use of AMACENA can be offered on subscription 
base as cloud service or as on-premise client-server solution.  

AMACENA combines all ISA-95 levels from Level 1 to 4 into a single 
system. By doing so, no interfaces between the ISA-levels are re-
quired and only one data repository ensures a single source of truth. 

AMACENA T&T Enterprise Serialization Software

The unique selling propositions of AMACENA are:

• One single Master Data Management repository for product 
and county specific data is fully compliant to GMP regula-
tions regarding data change (4 eye principle) and eliminate 
the manual data synchronisation between several linked 
systems and its manual documentation

• AMACENA is fully validated and all software updates for the 
Cloud version are free of charge

• Central creation and management of all print and camera 
artworks across all machines and logistics printers in the 
web-based Label Creator (see next page)

• AMACENA features a easy structure and uniform user inter-
faces for convenient operation.

All AMACENA T&T manage-
ment tools can be accessed 
via any end-user device from 
around the globe at any time.

AMACENA T&T offers 
also Level 4 functions 
which allows direct 
data-exchange with 
governmental agencies, 
business partners and 
internal IT-systems.

AMACENA is a native 
Cloud software which 
easy access from across 
the world. If required 
AMACENA can be 
installed on-premise.

AMACENA T&T does run 
on Hicof Machinery and 
HECTOR kits directly on 
the machine UI which 
helps to keep training and 
validation efforts low.

The innovative Software 
architecture of AMA-
CENA allows to react 
flexibly and economically 
to complex company 
structures with many 
sites as no separate site 
servers are needed.

Hicof Machinery can directly communicate 
with AMACENA without the need of local 
server infrastructures (no site-servers).
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AMACENA offers for serialization standard tools 
and processes to ensure highest standards in 
pharmaceutical production. In the illustration to the 
right the core functionalities are easily depicted.

Hicof AMACENA features a build-in web based la-
bel creator to create and adjust all print layouts for 
AMACODERS, and all connected tertiary label print-
ers. The label creator allows GMP compliant change 
control of all label parameters across the enterprise. 


